
Bayer – Innovation Project 

The chatbot that is descibed in this document is a used for supporting the HR department of 

Bayer by using many different data sources which are provided to potential interns or employees 

with useful information about the job. Because of the cluttered and wide-spread of information, 

the QnA Maker, is utilized to gather this information and provide a single API interface to match 

incoming question against, to provide the most fitting answer. 

Key technologies 

• Microsoft Bot Framework 

• Microsoft Cognitive Services (LUIS = Language Understanding Intelligent Service) 

• Azure SQL Database 

Core team 

• Bernd Schmitz | Bayer AG 

• Jan Schüttler | Bayer AG 

• Sascha Dittmann | Solution Architect | Microsoft Deutschland 

• Oliver Keller | AEM Microsoft Germany  

• Daniel Heinze | Technical Evangelist Microsoft Germany  

Customer profile 

 

Bayer AG is a German multinational chemical, pharmaceutical and life sciences company. It is 

headquartered in Leverkusen, where its illuminated sign is a landmark. Bayer's primary areas of 

business include human and veterinary pharmaceuticals; consumer healthcare products; 

agricultural chemicals and biotechnology products; and high value polymers. The company is a 

component of the Euro Stoxx 50 stock market index. The company's motto is "science for a better 

life." Bayer's first and best known product was aspirin; there is a dispute about what scientist at 

Bayer made the most important contributions to it, Arthur Eichengrün or Felix Hoffmann. Bayer 

trademarked the name "heroin" for the drug diacetylmorphine and marketed it as a cough 

suppressant and non-addictive substitute for morphine from 1898 to 1910. Bayer also introduced 

phenobarbital, prontosil, the first widely used antibiotic and the subject of the 1939 Nobel Prize in 

Medicine, the antibiotic Cipro (ciprofloxacin), and Yaz (drospirenone) birth control pills. In 2014 

Bayer bought MSD's consumer business, with brands such as Claritin, Coppertone and Dr. Scholl's. 

Its BayerCropscience business develops genetically modified crops and pesticides. Its materials 

science division makes polymers like polyurethanes and polycarbonate. 

Problem statement 
Talent acquisition is an enourmous challenge for every company, especially when it comes to 

acquire young talents. Currently, the HR department of Bayer uses a large workforce to look for 

https://qnamaker.ai/
https://dev.botframework.com/
https://www.microsoft.com/cognitive-services/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/sql-database/


potential candidates for interships, dual-study programs or full time employment. Despite the 

effort, the most common questions the team faces via mail or facebook are really simple ones 

about the company, the different programs and the possibility to apply. So a lot of work is wasted 

for easily automateable tasks. 

Solution and steps 
The solution to the previously stated problem is to introduce a Bayer chatbot, which uses many 

different data sources to provide to potential intern or employee with useful information on the 

job. The solution is built on the QnA Maker and Azure SQL Databases, where information is stored 

and can be searched with ease. 

To provide this behaviour, the bot receives messages from the user and forwards them the the 

QnA Maker service, that was trained with the information from all useful sources. The service then 

tries to find the question that is the most similar to the asked question and will return the result 

to the bot. The bot then formats the output and provides it to all connected channels through the 

bot connector. 

Architecture 

 

https://qnamaker.ai/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/sql-database/?v=16.50


 

Technical delivery 
To get started working with bots, take a look at the following links first: 

• Documentation Bots 

• Step-by-step guide 

Bot Patterns 
The implemented bot consist of multiple dialogs, these are: 

• Root Dialog: The main dialog which handles the routing of the requests, sends the 

welcome message and displays the results. 

[Serializable] 
public class RootDialog : IDialog<object> 
{ 
    public Task StartAsync(IDialogContext context) 
    { 
        context.Wait(MessageReceivedAsync); 
 
        return Task.CompletedTask; 
    } 
 
    private async Task MessageReceivedAsync(IDialogContext context, IAwaitable<object> 
result) 
    { 

https://docs.botframework.com/en-us/core-concepts/getstarted/#n
https://github.com/Danielius1012/BotLabs/tree/master/Bot_Builder/1_Basic_Echo_Bot


        var activity = await result as Activity; 
 
        PromptDialog.Choice( 
            context, 
            OptionSelectedResumeAfter, 
            new List<string> { "Karriere" ,"Quiz" }, 
            "Was möchtest du machen?" 
            ); 
    } 
 
    private async Task OptionSelectedResumeAfter(IDialogContext context, IAwaitable<string> 
result) 
    { 
        var option = await result; 
 
        switch (option) 
        { 
            case "Karriere": 
                context.Call(new CareerDialog(), CareerDialogResumeAfter); 
                break; 
            case "Quiz": 
                context.Call(new QuizDialog(), QuizDialogResumeAfter); 
                break; 
            default: 
                break; 
        } 
    } 
 
    private async Task CareerDialogResumeAfter(IDialogContext context, IAwaitable<string> 
result) 
    { 
        var response = await result; 
 
        await context.PostAsync(response); 
 
        await StartAsync(context); 
    } 
 
    private async Task QuizDialogResumeAfter(IDialogContext context, IAwaitable<string> 
result) 
    { 
        var response = await result; 
 
        await context.PostAsync(response); 
 
        await StartAsync(context); 
    } 
} 

• Career Dialog: The CareerDialog is called when the user wishes to ask questions to the bot 

regarding a career at Bayer. After a short greeting and request for a prompt from the user, 

it calls the QnA Maker API to pick the best answer to the question that was stated. A 

tutorial on how to develop a QnA Maker bot for C# can be found in my QnA Maker 

reference repo. The method, which gets the input and returns the QnA Makers respone, is 

given below. 

public class QnaApi 
{ 
    public static QnAMakerResult GetFirstQnaAnswer(string inputText) 
    { 
        var query = inputText; 
 
        // QnA connection 
        string responseString = string.Empty; 
        string returnResult = string.Empty; 

https://github.com/starlord-daniel/Qna-Maker-Reference
https://github.com/starlord-daniel/Qna-Maker-Reference


 
        var builder = new 
UriBuilder($"{Credentials.QNA_MAKER_URI_BASE}/knowledgebases/{Credentials.QNA_KNOWLEDGE_BAS
E_ID}/generateAnswer"); 
 
        //Add the question as part of the body 
        var postBody = $"{{\"question\": \"{query}\"}}"; 
 
        //Send the POST request 
        using (WebClient client = new WebClient()) 
        { 
            //Set the encoding to UTF8 
            client.Encoding = System.Text.Encoding.UTF8; 
 
            //Add the subscription key header 
            client.Headers.Add("Ocp-Apim-Subscription-Key", 
Credentials.QNA_SUBSCRIPTION_KEY); 
            client.Headers.Add("Content-Type", "application/json"); 
            responseString = client.UploadString(builder.Uri, postBody); 
        } 
 
        //De-serialize the response 
        QnAMakerResult qnaResponse = null; 
 
        try 
        { 
            qnaResponse = JsonConvert.DeserializeObject<QnAMakerResult>(responseString); 
        } 
        catch (Exception e) 
        { 
            // Implement exception handling 
        } 
 
        return qnaResponse; 
    } 
} 

• Quiz Dialog: The QuizDialog is built to answer a set of predefined quiz questions that will 

test the users knowledge of the company. A set of PromptDialogs is used to implement 

the different questions and the bot state saves the answers. 

Core Bot Capabilities 
QnA Connection 
The QnA Maker from Microsoft is used to store all questions and corresponing answers in an easy 

to use and fast knowledge base. It is called by the bot via the REST endpoint. The only parameter 

(except the ones to ensure security) that is needed, is the users query which is checked against 

the questions to pick the most probable answer. 

Bot Intelligence 
The Cognitive Service called QnAMaker is used to create a knowledge base based on web sites, 

text, pdf and work documents and uses them in an easy-to-call fashion through a REST endpoint. 

The following QnA Maker Guide explains how to create the QnA knowledge base. 

SDKs used, languages, etc. 
The following technologies are used for the implementation of the application: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/bot-framework/nodejs/bot-builder-nodejs-dialog-prompt
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/bot-framework/dotnet/bot-builder-dotnet-state
https://qnamaker.ai/
https://github.com/Microsoft/BotBuilder-Samples/tree/master/CSharp/intelligence-LUIS


• C#: The language the bot is build in. 

• Bot Builder SDK: The SDK provided by Microsoft that is used to build the bot 

• JSON: The response of the API is given as a JSON file. It is deserialized by the 

Newtonsoft.Json library 

• REST: The LUIS API is a REST interface, which is called by the bot by using the built-in 

library WebRequest from C#. For more info on LUIS, go to the following link: LUIS code 

story 

Conclusion 
The developed bot will be included in Bayer's websites to aid the HR team in spreading 

information about the company and help acquire potential talents. 

The problem of finding the cluttered information could be addressed, because now every user has 

the ability to add the bot to his desired channel and ask for every question in the knowledge base 

of Bayer HR. To provide this behaviour, the bot routes the messages from the user and forwards 

them the the knowledge base, that was trained with the information from all useful sources. The 

service will then return the answer to the question to the bot and then the user. 

General lessons: 

• QnA Maker takes in tab seperated documents without a header. Excel can export these by 

choosing the file formate Unicode(.txt) 

Next steps: 

• allow additional feedback from the user towards the bot 

• track most common questions 

• ranking of quiz contestants 

• automated quiz question rotation 

 

https://www.microsoft.com/developerblog/real-life-code/2015/12/16/Speech-Intent-with-Project-Luis.html
https://www.microsoft.com/developerblog/real-life-code/2015/12/16/Speech-Intent-with-Project-Luis.html

